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rostate Cancer: Role of SPECT
nd PET in Imaging Bone Metastases
ohsen Beheshti, MD, FEBNM, FASNC,* Werner Langsteger, MD, FACE,*

nd Ignac Fogelman, BSc, MD, FRCP†

In prostate cancer, bone is the second most common site of metastatic disease after lymph
nodes. This is related to a poor prognosis and is one of the major causes of morbidity and
mortality in such patients. Early detection of metastatic bone disease and the definition of
its extent, pattern, and aggressiveness are crucial for proper staging and restaging; it is
particularly important in high-risk primary disease before initiating radical prostatectomy or
radiation therapy. Different patterns of bone metastases, such as early marrow-based
involvement, osteoblastic, osteolytic, and mixed changes can be seen. These types of
metastases differ in their effect on bone, and consequently, the choice of imaging modal-
ities that best depict the lesions may vary. During the last decades, bone scintigraphy has
been used routinely in the evaluation of prostate cancer patients. However, it shows limited
sensitivity and specificity. Single-photon emission computed tomography increases the
sensitivity and specificity of planar bone scanning, especially for the evaluation of the
spine. Positron emission tomography is increasing in popularity for staging newly diag-
nosed prostate cancer and for assessing response to therapy. Many positron emission
tomography tracers have been tested for use in the evaluation of prostate cancer patients
based on increased glycolysis (18F-FDG), cell membrane proliferation by radiolabeled
phospholipids (11C and 18F choline), fatty acid synthesis (11C acetate), amino acid transport
and protein synthesis (11C methionine), androgen receptor expression (18F-FDHT), and
osteoblastic activity (18F-fluoride). However, there are presently no accurate imaging
modalities to directly, reproducibly, and effectively delineate bone metastases in pros-
tate cancer.
Semin Nucl Med 39:396-407 © 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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bout 350,000 patients will develop bone metastases
(BM) in the United States each year.1-3 The skeletal sys-

em is the third most common site of metastases after the
ungs and liver, and 80% of all reported metastatic bone
isease is in patients with breast, lung, and prostate cancer. In
he United States, prostate cancer is the second leading cause4

f cancer-related deaths in men (exceeded only by lung can-
er) and causes more than 56,000 deaths per year in the
uropean Union.3,5 Although prostate cancer is one of the

ew cancers that grow so slowly that it may never be life-
hreatening, it can show an aggressive pattern that may
pread and cause the death of patients mainly due to malig-
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ant involvement of bone. This caused an estimated 30,350
eaths in the United States in 2005.6 The introduction and
idespread use of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing in

he early 1990s is associated with dramatic shifts in the inci-
ence, age, and stage at diagnosis of this cancer. Currently,
SA is the most commonly used screening method for the
iagnosis and follow-up in the management of prostate can-
er patients, with ultrasound-guided biopsy following in the
econd place. PSA screening led to a significant drop in the
ncidence of metastatic disease found at presentation in pros-
ate cancer patients from 20% during 1972-1979 to 5% dur-
ng 1995-2001.3 However, using clinical examination alone,
taging of prostate cancer will be underestimated, usually in
0%-60% of patients.7

Therefore, early diagnosis of metastatic bone involvement
n prostate cancer is crucial for selecting appropriate therapy,
o assess the patient’s prognosis, and to evaluate the efficacy
f bone-specific treatments that may reduce future bone-

ssociated morbidity.
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Prostate cancer: Role of SPECT and PET in imaging bone metastases 397
Bone scanning is the preferred investigation in patients
ith suspected recurrent disease. Despite the limited sensi-

ivity and specificity of this technique, it provides useful in-
ormation concerning the localization of bone involvement,
rognosis, and effectiveness of treatment.8,9 However, the
iagnostic accuracy of planar scintigraphy can be improved
y single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT),
hich enhances the performance of the bone scan by provid-

ng more accurate anatomic details of individual verte-
rae.10-12

At present, there are an unprecedented number of novel
olecular imaging agents that are potentially available for the

ssessment of BM in prostate cancer. This article reviews
he field of nuclear imaging, concentrating on SPECT and
ositron emission tomography combined with computed to-
ography (PET/CT) modalities.

attern of BM
n general, hematogenous metastases to bone usually origi-
ate in the medullary cavity followed by involvement of the
ortex. There are 2 main types of osseous response to a me-
astasis: bone resorption caused by stimulation of osteoclasts,
nd bone formation secondary to the activation of osteo-
lasts. Depending on their pathophysiology, BM are classi-
ed as osteolytic, osteoblastic, or mixed (containing both
steolytic and osteblastic elements). These 3 types of BM
iffer in their effect on bone; consequently, this will affect the

maging modality that best depicts the lesions. Previous stud-
es have shown that prostate cancer cells have an increased
ffinity for the endothelium of bone marrow in preference to
he endothelium of other organs, which is the usual location
f osteoblastic lesions.13-15 In addition, a recent study sug-
ested that PSA plays a crucial role in osteoblastic BM by
romoting both osteoblast proliferation and apoptosis of os-
eoclast precursors.16 Axial bones are the most common sites
f malignant bony infiltration in prostate cancer, which may
e due to the presence of the portal vein-like paravertebral
enous system in the lumbar spine.17,18

onventional
uclear Imaging Modalities

lanar Bone Scintigraphy
or several decades, bone scanning has been used extensively
or the evaluation of prostate cancer patients. A survey of
rologists revealed that 70% of them order a bone scan in
ases of increasing PSA levels after radical prostatectomy or
adiation therapy.19 Bone scintigraphy (BS) offers the advan-
age of providing an instant whole-body examination. The
ost commonly used tracer for imaging the skeleton in con-

entional nuclear medicine is methylene diphosphonate
MDP) labeled with 99mtechnetium (99mTc). The exact mech-
nism of this tracer uptake is not fully understood, but it is
elieved that the compound is chemisorbed onto bone sur-
aces. Uptake depends on local blood flow and osteoblastic

ctivity and accumulation of this tracer is focal because nearly v
ll BM are accompanied by an osteoblastic reaction. Although
9mTc-MDP BS has a higher sensitivity than plain-film radi-
graphy, false-negative bone scans can result from the ab-
ence of reactive changes or slow growing lesions in which
eactive bone is not detectable.20-24 The specificity of BS is
lso limited because the uptake of the radiotracer is not tu-
or specific. Moreover, factors such as trauma or surgery,
egenerative changes, and infections can result in false-pos-

tive bone scans.
Some studies show that the extent of skeletal metastatic

isease from prostate cancer can be an independent prognos-
ic marker in patients with an abnormal bone scan.25-27 Lund
nd Suciu28 described the prognostic role of skeletal scintig-
aphy in prostatic carcinoma; patients found initially to have
n abnormal scan had a mortality rate at 2 years of approxi-
ately 45% compared with 20% for those with a normal

can.
BS is used routinely to assess high-risk prostate cancer

atients. Clinical nomograms, such as PSA levels and Glea-
on score, can be used to identify patients at high risk of
etastatic disease at presentation.29,30

For preoperative management, BS is not required in
symptomatic patients or where serum PSA levels are �10
g/mL. However, in symptomatic patients with bone pain
nd low or increased PSA levels it will be recommended by
rologists.31 Nevertheless, in a large retrospective analysis,
M were found in �1% of patients with PSA of �20 ng/mL:
mong 306 men only 1 (PSA 18.2 ng/mL) had a positive bone
can, yielding a negative predictive value of 99.7%.32-36

In postoperative patients, a pattern of increasing PSA levels
orrelates with a positive bone scan independently of other
linical variables, such as PSA levels and Gleason score.37

In addition, bone scan can be used to monitor response
o therapy; however, it can be misleading if performed too
arly38,39 due to an intense osteoblastic response following
uccessful therapy, the so-called “flare phenomenon.” A flare
esponse usually lasts about 6 months after therapy and is
ssociated with a good prognosis.38

A number of studies have suggested the use of a bone scan
ndex offering the possibility of semiquantitative evaluation
f bone scans.25,26,40,41 They show that bone scan index can
redict the outcome for patients with androgen-independent
rostate cancer.

PECT
he spine is the most common site for metastases arising

rom several neoplasms. Metastatic spread is the cause of
0%-50% of solitary spine lesions, and 30%-50% of patients
ith metastatic involvement of the spine are asymptomatic.
herefore, detection of these lesions is very important to
etermine prognosis and to define optimal therapy, which in
urn reduces the risk of pathologic fracture, neurological
omplications, and other morbidity.

Most spinal metastases occur in the posterior part of ver-
ebra due mainly to the many short secondary (or peripheral)
ntraosseous arteries, which supply the outer third of the

ertebral body.12,18 The posterolateral “corner” of the verte-
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398 M. Beheshti, W. Langsteger, and I. Fogelman
ral body, which lies 3-8 mm off the posterior surface, has
he most abundant adjacent periosteal network, and thus the
ighest frequency of blood-borne metastases.18

As the spine is a frequent site for degenerative joint disease,
he diagnostic accuracy of planar BS is low, particularly for a
ingle focus of abnormal increased tracer uptake. Many stud-
es show that SPECT can minimize the shortcomings of pla-
ar BS in the assessment of the spine.1,10-12,18,42-45 SPECT has
ptimized the use of planar BS, with improved sensitivity
ange of 87%-92% and specificity of about 91%, and a pos-
tive predictive value of 82%, negative predictive value of
4%, and an accuracy of 90%.
Recently, Even-Sapir et al46 performed a novel multi-field-

f-view (FOV) SPECT study with 3 or 4 SPECT views of the
xial skeleton acquired within 24-32 minutes in 24 high-risk
rostate cancer patients.47 They reported that the sensitivity
f BS improved from 69% for planar images to 92% for multi-
OV SPECT in a patient-based analysis and from 39% to 71%

n a lesion-based analysis. The performance of multi-FOV
PECT on the entire skeleton was not only useful in the
etection of malignant lesions in the lower thoracic and lum-
ar spine, but also resulted in the detection of BM in other

ocations, including the skull, upper spine, rib cage, pelvis,
nd long bones.

adioimmunoscintigraphy
ver recent years radioimmunotargeting has led to the de-

elopment of specific agents for applications in both imaging
nd therapy.48-51 Capromab pendetide (ProstaScint, EUSA
harma, Munich, Germany) conjugated to 111Indium is a mu-
ine monoclonal antibody, which binds to an intracellular com-
onent of the prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA).
MSA is a transmembrane glycoprotein on the surface of pros-
atic epithelial cells with 3 recognized extracellular, transmem-
rane, and intracellular components. The intracellular compo-
ent52 is only available when the membrane is disrupted (eg,
ead or dying cells).53 This is probably responsible for the lim-

ted performance of the capromab pendetide scan in detecting
etastases accurately, especially in bone lesions. Recently, label-

ng of monoclonal antibodies to the extracellular component of
he PSMA has been attempted as a possible second-generation
can that could improve the accuracy of identifying extrapros-
atic disease.54 To improve anatomic localization of revealed
esions, fusion with cross-sectional imaging is gaining increased
opularity.55 PSMA is expressed in almost all prostate cancer
ells in the primary, as well as metastatic lesions, and appears to
e maximally expressed after withdrawal of androgen.53,56-58

The overall sensitivity and specificity of capromab pen-
etide scan for the detection of prostate cancer cells vary in
everal studies,59-64 showing average sensitivities of 60%,
pecificities of 70%, positive predictive value of 60%, and
egative predictive value of 70%.64

Availability and cost-effectiveness are major limitations
or the wider clinical application of radioimmunoscintigraphy
n preoperative staging. Furthermore, due to the presence of
MSA, differentiation of inflammatory changes (after surgery

r radiotherapy) from recurrent tumors is also not reliable. r
ET and PET/CT Imaging
ET has proved itself as a noninvasive, metabolic imaging
odality for diagnosing malignant diseases as well as for

ssessing new therapies. PET images have higher resolution
nd provide three-dimensional anatomic information,65 thus
eading to superior sensitivity and specificity compared with
onventional planar and SPECT techniques. Despite persist-
ng high costs, PET is used almost routinely in the clinical

anagement of certain cancer patients.66-68

New combined in-line PET/CT scanners are providing
ore detailed and precise CT anatomic localization of tumor

esions, especially in the skeletal system. An unprecedented
umber of new radiotracers are now available for the assess-
ent of prostate cancer.

8F-fluorodeoxyglucose
t is the increased glycolysis in cancer cells which is directly
ssociated with the accumulation of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose
FDG) in PET imaging. 18F-FDG is most effectively trapped
y tumors with slow or absent dephosphorylation, because
alignant lesions have a higher glycolytic rate than normal

issue.69 Furthermore, 18F-FDG accumulation is increased in
umor hypoxia through activation of the glycolytic path-
ay.70 However, in prostate cancer there is no clear relation-

hip between defined biochemical alteration in the glycolysis
rocesses and 18F-FDG uptake.71,72 Nevertheless, 18F-FDG
as been one of the most studied radiotracers in prostate
ancer over the last decade.

Early studies with FDG-PET were disappointing because ac-
umulation of FDG was generally demonstrated to be low in
rostate cancer cells.73 Further, unsatisfactory results could oc-
ur due to urinary excretion of FDG, increased uptake in benign
rostatic hyperplasia, or inflammatory processes. Moreover, in
umors with predominantly sclerotic BM, FDG is also less accu-
ate for the assessment of skeletal involvement,74,75 and such
esions show lower tracer uptake than lytic metastases as as-
essed by standardized uptake value.76 However, FDG uptake is
igher in tumors with higher Gleason scores, and close correla-
ion between PSA level and PSA velocity with FDG uptake has
een shown in some clinical77 and in vitro studies.78,79 Thus,

8F-FDG-PET may be useful for the evaluation of tumor aggres-
iveness in prostate cancer78 and might also occasionally be suit-
ble for prostate imaging (Fig. 1) in carefully selected patient
roups.80-83

Morris et al84 showed in a study of 17 patients with pro-
ressive metastatic prostate cancer that FDG was able to dis-
riminate active from quiescent osseous lesions; in a further
tudy of 22 patients undergoing chemotherapy for castra-
ion-resistance metastatic prostate cancer, this group found
greement between PET and PSA in 86% of patients after 4
eeks of chemotherapy.84 Disease progression was correctly

dentified by 18F-FDG-PET in 91% of these cases. They also
ompared PET, PSA, and standard imaging after 12 weeks of
hemotherapy and showed that in 94% of cases, PET cor-

ectly determined the clinical status of the patients.
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Prostate cancer: Role of SPECT and PET in imaging bone metastases 399
These data suggest that 18F-FDG-PET may be of value in
he assessment of therapy, when performed in specific, well-
efined clinical stages of prostate cancer.

1C- and 18F-Acetate Derivatives
any theories as to mechanism by which acetate accumu-

ates in malignant cells have been introduced, but the
xact mechanism remains unclear. One approach to the
olecular imaging of prostate cancer is to use the malig-
ant transformation of specific citrate metabolism of pros-
ate epithelial cells.85 The normal human prostate gland
roduces, accumulates, and secretes extraordinarily high

evels of citrate. This is a unique capability, which does not
xist in any other soft-tissue cells of the body. Malignant
rostate epithelial cells undergo a metabolic transforma-
ion from citrate-producing normal cells to citrate-oxidiz-
ng malignant cells, leading to an increased turnover of
cetate in the prostate cancer. However, Yoshimoto et al86

uggest that acetate is incorporated into the lipid pool in
ancer tissue with low oxidative metabolism and high lipid
ynthesis.

11C-acetate has also been used for the imaging of prostate
ancer during the last few years and shows preferable character-
stics for visualizing the pelvis due to its lack of urinary excretion
nd its acceptable tumor to background contrast.79,87-90 Shreve
t al88 suggested that 11C-acetate has potential as a suitable tracer
or imaging the genitourinary system.

The value of 11C-acetate PET in the detection of prostate
ancer recurrence has been assessed in some studies,89,90

Figure 1 (A) Generalized BM detected by FDG-PET/C
(B) Transaxial images from a metastatic bone lesion (
hich reported a low sensitivity and discouraging results in W
ostoperative patients, particularly in the case of PSA values � 3
g/mL.89 Nevertheless, recent published data show that it
ight have significant potential for the detection of recur-

ences and metastases91 when using more advanced PET/CT
quipment (Fig. 2).

IP-Image) from a high-risk prostate cancer patient.
arrow) and a malignant lymph node (gray arrow).

igure 2 11C-acetate PET (coronal view): metastatic bone lesion in
he proximal part of left femur (white arrow). (Courtesy of Stefan
achter, MD.)
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400 M. Beheshti, W. Langsteger, and I. Fogelman
Recently, 18F-fluoroacetate has been introduced as a pos-
ible alternative to 11C-acetate for PET imaging of prostate
ancer, especially with respect to its longer half-life.92,93

1C- and 18F-Choline Derivatives
he potential advantages of PET using radiolabeled phos-
holipids, such as 11C- and 18F-labeled choline, in the assess-
ent of prostate cancer patients have recently been empha-

ized.94-100

Two possible mechanisms have been proposed to explain
he increased choline uptake in prostate cancer cells.101 The
rst is increased cell proliferation in tumors. Choline is a
recursor for the biosynthesis of phosphatidylcholine and
ther phospholipids, which are major components of the cell
embrane. Choline uptake seems to be a marker of cell prolif-

ration in prostate cancer, as malignancies are commonly char-
cterized by increased proliferative activity. The second expla-
ation proposed is upregulation of choline kinase in cancer
ells: overexpression of choline kinase has been found in cancer
ell lines, including human-derived prostate cancer.102

18F-fluoromethylcholine (FCH) has the advantage of a
onger half-life (110 min), compared with 11C-choline, which
as a short half-life (20 min).103-106 However, urinary excre-
ion of 18F-FCH is comparatively higher than 11C-choline,
ut can be overcome by performing early dynamic imaging
nd using coregistered CT data.107,108

Cimitan et al94 examined 100 postoperative prostate can-
er patients with persistent increased serum PSA levels, sug-
estive of local recurrences or distant metastases. 18F-FCH

Figure 3 (A) Generalized BM detected by FCH PET/

(B) Transaxial images from a metastatic bone lesion in the tho
ET/CT correctly detected BM in 21% of patients; also 76%
f them were undergoing hormone therapy (HT). In this
tudy, 18F-FCH uptake in bone seems to be highly predictive
f skeletal metastases; however, this finding should be inter-
reted with caution in patients undergoing HT.109

Schmid et al110 studied 19 pre- and postoperative prostate
ancer patients and reported that 18F-FCH PET/CT findings
ere highly suggestive of local recurrences, lymph node in-
olvement, or BM. However, it is difficult to draw a conclu-
ion from this study due to the highly variable clinical status
n a small population of patients and the lack of a formal
tatistical basis for the desired endpoint.64

The evaluation of 111 patients (43 patients for staging and
8 patients for restaging), using 18F-FCH PET/CT has been
eported by Husarik et al.111 Pathologic FCH accumulation in
sseous structures was seen in about 15% (17/111) of pa-
ients, and was subsequently confirmed by bone scan, mag-
etic resonance imaging, and CT morphology. They con-
luded that 18F-FCH PET/CT can accurately depict BM in
rostate cancer patients.
In a recent prospective study by our group,112 we exam-

ned the capability of 18F-FCH PET/CT for detecting meta-
tatic bone disease in prostate cancer in 70 patients and for
he first time have used CT to assess the pattern of metabolic
ptake by FCH in relation to morphologic changes in bone.

8F-FCH PET/CT showed a sensitivity, specificity, and accu-
acy of 79%, 97%, and 84%, respectively, for the detection of
M in prostate cancer patients (Fig. 3). We also observed a

IP-Image) from a high-risk prostate cancer patient.
CT (M

racic spine (arrow).
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Prostate cancer: Role of SPECT and PET in imaging bone metastases 401
ynamic, changing, and progressive pattern of abnormality
ssociated with BM (Figs. 4 and 5), beginning with bone
arrow involvement (FCH-positive, CT-negative), then gen-

rally osteoblastic but sometimes osteoclastic changes (FCH-
ositive, CT-positive), and finally progressing to densely
clerotic lesions without metabolic activity (FCH-negative,
T-positive). In addition, FCH PET/CT has shown promis-

ng results for early detection of BM (Fig. 6). Furthermore, we
ave found that a Hounsfield Units level of more than 825 is
ssociated with an absence of metabolic activity with FCH.
lmost all the FCH-negative sclerotic lesions were detected

n patients who were undergoing HT, and this raises the
ossibility that these lesions may no longer be viable. Further
larification is needed for such densely sclerotic but metabol-
cally negative lesions.

Finally, in metastatic bone lesions a significant increase
n 18F-FCH uptake was seen in the late images (ie, 90 min
fter injection). This finding confirmed the previous data
eported by our group113-115 as well as other similar stud-

Figure 4 Dynamic pattern of BM detected by 18F-FCH P
positive, CT-negative), (B) then generally occurring oste
progressing to densely sclerotic lesions without metabol
SUV: Standardized uptake value.)
es.94,111 d
8F-Fluoride
or skeletal imaging, 18F-fluoride as a nonspecific bone scan-
ing agent was first described in 1962.116 With the introduc-
ion of gamma cameras it was replaced by 99mTc-labeled
iphosphonates, such as MDP, now the most commonly
sed bone seeking substance.
With the improvements in new PET scanners, high-reso-

ution imaging of bone has become a reality, thus reintroduc-
ng 18F-fluoride for clinical and research investigations.

Although only a few studies compare 18F-fluoride with
9mTc-MDP for the diagnosis of BM, 18F-fluoride PET seems
o be more sensitive than conventional bone scanning,117

howing a higher contrast between normal and abnormal
issue and with the potential for the detection of additional
esions, especially in the spine.83,117-121

Comparative studies by Even-Sapir et al46 using planar BS,
one scan SPECT, 18F-fluoride PET, and 18F-fluoride PET/CT
ere performed in patients with either localized high-risk or
etastatic prostate cancer. The sensitivity and specificity for

. (A) Beginning with bone marrow involvement (FCH-
ic changes (FCH-positive, CT-positive), and (C) finally
ity (FCH-negative, CT-positive). (HU: Hounsfield Unit,
ET/CT
oblast

ic activ
etection of BM was 70% and 57% for planar BS, respec-
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402 M. Beheshti, W. Langsteger, and I. Fogelman
ively; 92% and 82% for bone SPECT, respectively; 100%
nd 62% for 18F-fluoride PET, respectively; and 100% and
00% for 18F-fluoride PET/CT, respectively. 18F-fluoride
ET/CT was significantly more sensitive and specific than BS
P � 0.001) and more specific than PET alone (P � 0.001).
hey concluded that 18F-fluoride PET/CT is a highly sensitive
nd specific imaging modality for the detection of BM in
igh-risk prostate cancer patients.
Another recent comparative study by our own group122

ttempts to determine the value of 18F-fluoride and 18F-FCH
or detecting BM in 38 prostate cancer patients. In

lesion-based analysis, the sensitivity and specificity of
ET/CT in detection of BM in prostate cancer were 81% and
3% by 18F-fluoride and 74% and 99% by FCH, respectively.
n a patient-based analysis, there was good agreement be-
ween 18F-FCH and 18F-fluoride PET/CT for the detection of
etastatic bone disease in prostate cancer patients (� �

.76). 18F-fluoride PET/CT demonstrated higher sensitivity
han 18F-FCH PET/CT for detection of BM; however, it was
ot statistically significant (Fig. 7).
In conclusion, 18F-FCH PET/CT has proved to be a more

Figure 5 BM detected by 18F-fluoride PET/CT under HT.
Increasing density of sclerotic lesion with decreasing in
metabolic activity in fluoride PET study.
pecific method than 18F-fluoride PET/CT and has the poten-
ial to become a “one stop diagnostic procedure” in the initial
ssessment of high-risk prostate cancer patients, particularly
or the early detection of bone marrow metastases.

However, in patients with FCH negative suspicious scle-
otic lesions, a second bone seeking agent (eg, 18F-fluoride)
hould be performed.

We also noted that HT may be associated with increasing
one mineralization and sclerosis in malignant lesions and
hat due to such a response to therapy, 18F-fluoride PET
ould also be negative in highly dense sclerotic lesions.

For the detection of bone abnormalities we predict that
8F-fluoride PET/CT will replace conventional bone imaging
ith 99mTc-labeled diphosphonates within the next few
ears.83,123

1C-Methionine
he accumulation of 11C-methionine in tumor cells is attrib-
ted to increased amino acid transport and protein synthe-
is.124,125 Uptake of 11C-methionine may reflect active tumor
roliferation. However, few studies have investigated pros-
ate cancer, using 11C-methionine PET.126,127

steoblastic changes (fluoride-positive, CT-positive). (B)
of fluoride. (C) Highly dense sclerotic lesion without
(A) O
tensity
Nunez et al126 compared 11C-methionine with 18F-FDG-
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ET in 12 metastatic prostate cancer patients. The authors
eported that 11C-methionine PET was more effective than
8F-FDG-PET for detecting BM in this patient population.
1C-methionine PET could detect 69.8% of metastatic bone
esions, while 18F-FDG-PET detected 48.3% lesions. The
uthors assumed that the increased sensitivity of 11C-me-
hionine compared with 18F-FDG-PET may be the result of
ifferences in tumor metabolism between patients, or a time-
ependent metabolic cascade in metastatic prostate cancer,
ith initial uptake of 11C-methionine in dormant sites fol-

owed by increased uptake of 18F-FDG during progression of
he disease.

8F-Fluoro-5-alpha-dihydrotestosterone PET
new imaging agent that binds to androgen receptors, 18F-

uoro-5-alpha-dihydrotestosterone (FDHT), has recently
een developed.128 FDHT, an androgen analog, has been
hown to accumulate in the prostate gland of nonhuman
rimates. The androgen receptor is highly functional and
lays a major role in tumor growth despite the absence of its

igure 6 Bone marrow metastases in the thoracic spine detected by
CH PET/CT in preoperative evaluation of a high-risk prostate can-
er patient.
igand dihydrotestosterone, even in castrated patients.64,129 d
In addition to conventional imaging methods, Larson et
l130 used 18F-FDG and 18F-FDHT PET scans to examine 7
atients with progressive clinically metastatic prostate can-
er. They studied 59 lesions (10 soft-tissue lesions and 49
one lesions) seen on standard imaging modalities. 18F-FDG-
ET was positive in 57 of 59 lesions (97%), while 18F-FDHT
ET was positive in 46 of 59 lesions (78%).
In another study, Dehdashti et al131 evaluated the feasibil-

ty of using 18F-FDHT PET in 19 patients with metastatic
rostate cancer. 18F-FDHT PET had a sensitivity of 63% in a
atient-based analysis and a lesion detection rate of 86%.
hey demonstrated a definite reduction in FDHT uptake in
ll lesions after patients had been treated acutely with an
ntiandrogen drug. The authors concluded that tumor up-
ake of FDHT is a receptor-mediated process and positive
ET studies are associated with higher PSA levels. 18F-FDHT
eems to be promising in the analysis of antigen receptors and
heir effect on the clinical management of prostate cancer.
8F-FDHT may also be a sensitive agent in the evaluation of
herapy response.

ther PET Tracers
he bombesin- or gastrin-releasing peptide receptor is over-
xpressed in prostate cancer cells and has been a target for
maging of prostate cancer. Rogers et al132 introduced Cu-64-
OTA-Aoc-bombesin (Aoc is 8-amino-octanoic acid) as the
rst radiolabeled bombesin analog suitable for PET. Micro-
ET images showed good tumor localization in a PC-3 xeno-
raft mouse model, but high retention in normal tissues
revented the clinical application of the corresponding ra-
iotracer. Other labeled bombesin derivatives are also under

nvestigation as PET agents for the evaluation of prostate
ancer.133-135

igure 7 (A) FCH PET (MIP-Image); (B) Fluoride PET (MIP-Image).
luoride PET demonstrated higher sensitivity than FCH PET for

etection of BM (statistically not significant).
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One of the other future modalities is imaging of amino acid
ransport by anti-1-amino-3 18F-fluorocyclobutane-carboxy-
ic acid (FACBC) PET. 18F-FACBC has shown in vitro uptake
ithin the prostate cancer cell line, DU 145, and orthotopi-

ally implanted prostate tumors in nude rats.136 An early
tudy with 18F-FACBC seems to be promising,136 but further
esearch is warranted.

onclusion
one imaging is performed for staging of disease, assessment
f therapy, and for detecting bone complications in prostate
ancer patients. Assessment of BM by imaging modalities is
ndicated for patients at high risk of bone involvement based
n clinical nomograms. Conventional planar BS has been
sed extensively in detecting bone involvement because it
ffers the advantage of total body examination, low cost, and
igher sensitivity for detection of BM than plain film radiog-
aphy. However, bone scanning suffers from low specificity.

SPECT scans have improved the sensitivity and specificity
f planar bone scanning, particularly for the evaluation of BM
n the spine. Multi-FOV SPECT is proposed as a superior

ethod compared with localized SPECT for the evaluation of
M throughout the skeleton.
Recently, PET/CT imaging has shown promising results

or the assessment of BM in prostate cancer patients. An
nprecedented number of PET tracers have been tested for

dentifying prostate cancer cells. There is convincing evi-
ence that 18F-FDG-PET is not useful for the evaluation of
M in prostate cancer patients because it is less sensitive than
he bone scan, although there are some data to suggest that
8F-FDG-PET may be of value in the assessment of therapy in
ell-defined clinical groups.
11C- and 18F-acetate may have potential for the detection of

ecurrences and metastases, but to date, there are not suffi-
ient data for evaluating these agents in the assessment of BM
n prostate cancer.

18F-FCH PET/CT shows promising results, especially in
he early detection of metastatic bone disease and therapy
onitoring, but inconsistent findings in densely sclerotic

one lesions, especially after therapy were seen.
18F-fluoride PET/CT demonstrates higher sensitivity than

8F-FCH PET/CT for detection of BM in prostate cancer pa-
ients. However, 18F-FCH PET/CT has been shown to be a
ore specific method than 18F-fluoride PET/CT and has the

otential to become a “one stop diagnostic procedure” in the
nitial assessment of high-risk prostate cancer patients, par-
icularly, for the early detection of bone marrow metastases.

In patients with FCH negative but suspicious sclerotic le-
ions, a second bone seeking agent (eg, 18F-fluoride) should
e used.
The question “Does negative metabolic imaging (eg, 18F-

CH or 18F-fluoride PET) in CT-positive BM have any clinical
elevance?” still remains an issue that should challenge fur-
her studies.

Overall there is insufficient data about other PET tracers,

uch as 11C-methionine, 18F-FDHT, and 18F-FACBC, avail-
ble to draw conclusions concerning their potential value in
he assessment of BM in prostate cancer patients.
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